Tie Belt Dress

SEWING PATTERN
Putting your dress together
Before you cut your fabric, it is essential to check

TIP - Don’t forget to mark on all
notches, darts and waist line. It
will save you time to do it now
rather than later.

your own measurements with those provided on the
back of the pattern packet as sizes vary enormously.
There are tips here about how to take your own
measurements on the website at: www.sewdifferent.
co.uk/how-to-take-your-own-measurements/

7 - With right sides together lie the dress FRONT on
top of the BACK. Sew the seam all the way from the
under-arm down to the bottom hem as shown.

stitching
right side of fabric
wrong side of fabric

1 - Lay out the pattern pieces on your fabric as shown on the back of the pattern packet.
You should have 1 DRESS BACK, 1 DRESS FRONT, 2 SLEEVES & 2 BELTS all cut on the
fold of the fabric.
2 - With right sides together, sew
along two edges of each piece of
the BELT as shown. Trim the corners
diagonally to prevent bulkiness, turn

8 - Trim any ovehang around the joins of
the bottom edge so you have a smooth
line and hem your dress.

9 - With right sides together, sew together two ends of the
FRONT FACING to the BACK FACING to make one continuos length. With right sides together pin the facing to the
dress neckline

10 - With right sides together pin, then
stitch, the facing to the neckline of the
dress FRONT and BACK around the inner
curve.

inside out and press.
3 - With right sides together, sew the dress
FRONT to the BACK across the shoulder seams.
4 - On the BACK, carefully snip down the centre
of the darts between the 2 black dots. Insert each
of the end of the belt pieces and pin into place.
Then sew in the back darts.
5 - With right sides together
sew the SLEEVE TRIM onto
the bottom edge of the
SLEEVE. Turn it inside out
and press so that the wrong
sides are together.
6 - With right sides
together, sew each
of the SLEEVES to
the dress FRONT
and BACK. Start at
the the base of one
armhole, all the way
round to the other.

11 - Clip your inner curved edge down to
the seam (so that the curve will lie flat when
you turn it inside out.)

12 - Grade the seam allowance on the neckline and understich.
(If you are not sure what this means, take a look at the tutorial here: so-sew-easy.com/
understitching-facing-neckline-lining/)

13 - Run a line of stitching 3.5cm
/ 1.5 inches up from the bottom
around the SLEEVE TRIM to hold
it in place. Fold the SLEEVE TRIM
back and press. Hold the folded
back trim in place with a few
hand stitches.

handstitches
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